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How to get more starters in oras
It is possible, but highly unlikely. What is the best starter Pokemon in Omega Ruby? Mudkip Is Omega Ruby too easy? It is definitely too easy and not as much fun if you choose to use the exp share. You can definitely complete the game by spamming the A button in battles. Should I play Emerald or Omega Ruby? Omega Ruby doesn’t have any of the
improvements Emerald made on the original R/S. Basically, if you want something modern and up to date with its mechanics, go Omega Ruby. But Emerald is the better game imo. What is treecko’s evolved form? Treecko (Japanese: キモリ Kimori) is a Grass-type Pokémon introduced in Generation III. It evolves into Grovyle starting at level 16, which
evolves into Sceptile starting at level 36. READ: How do I fix Amazon playback error?Can you get Charizard in Oras? It is not possible to find charizard, charmelean or charmander in Pokémon omega ruby and alpha sapphire. In order to get it you can trade from a different Pokémon game namely SilverSoul, GoldHeart, FireRed or LeafGreen. How do
you get the Gen 1 starters in Alpha Sapphire? The first Pokémon you get given are the starter Pokémon. In this game, they are Treecko, Torchic and Mudkip. In this game, you recieve them when you encounter Professor Birch in Route 101, where he asks you to use one to help defend him against a Poochyena. Can you get the Kanto starters in Omega
Ruby? To get Kanto Starters – since you can’t get it from Professor Birch – you can do either of these: Go onto GTS. Old generation and early evolution Pokemon like these should result into easy receiving. Another trading system is “Pokemon Bank, Ties with Pokemon Transfer”. What is the best fire type Pokemon in Omega Ruby? User Info: El_Ramon
Chandelure. Volcarona. Blaziken. Arcanine. Ninetales. Who’s the strongest fire-type Pokemon? 35 Best & Strongest Fire-type Pokémon From All Generations Cinderace. Typhlosion. Flareon. Talonflame. Arcanine. Infernape. Charizard. Sometimes, you just can’t outrun the past. Blaziken. However, the Pokémon to bring together the most popularity
and competitive strength among the fire types has to be Blaziken generation 3’s fire starter(well, its final form anyway). READ: How many miles can a Dodge Avenger last?What is the weakest fire type Pokemon? Magcargo Is it a far or afar? Is Harlem Still Ghetto? Why do I love my dog quotes? I want to play with all 3 starters on POKEMON ALPHA
SAPPHIRE, and i found only 1 video and 1 topic on citra that shows how to do it. Problem? I find it vague, as there is not much to go on. I do hope someone here can give me a step by step guide on how to do it. Thanks in advance. In order for us to provide better support, we need to see the log generated by Citra. This guide will walk you through how
you can obtain the log file: How to Upload the Log File. Ok, first of all, I think you are using the thread topic wrong, but probally some admin will fix this. Right, about your question, I think for you get all the three startes you have 2 ways, trading with local connection and two Citras opened, I will be honest with you, this is a way too much
complicated, and long, maybe you PC get lowest FPS for opening 2 Citras, I really, really recomendate to you use PKHex, and I will progress on a tutorial to you get this with PKHex. Start your journey normal, and choose some starter you want, pass the first battle and you will go to professor lab Here you save the game If you open your Pokémons
party, that only have the starter you choose (can be any starter, I choose Treecko only to show you) After save the game, you can close your game, and right click over the game and go to “Open Save Data Location” Here, what you want is the number that are in Citra folder to find your save game file After you know the folder you need to go, open the
PKHex, and follow the image to open the save file You will need to search for the game save file, you discovered the folder number by the 4th and 5th parts of tutorial, probally the citra folder is in cache folders “C:\Users\ YOURUSERNAME\AppData\Roaming\Citra\sdmc\Nintendo
3DS\00000000000000000000000000000000\00000000000000000000000000000000\title\00040000” and in the “00040000” folder you will found a lot of folders, one of that is the folder of your game, Pokémon Alpha Sapphire is “0011c500”, open, and go to the last folder, this will have a “main” file, this is the save file, just open this with PKHex Now,
you open the “Party-Battle Box”, and can see your Starter Pokémon, right click them, and click “View” And you will search for other Starter in “Species:” in the Alpha Sapphire is Torchic, Treecko and Mudkip, choose the Pokémon you want to have You will have the Pokémon in a “Transfer Area”, or “Working Area”, the Pokémon is in an “Edditing
phase”, and you can see a Red Triangle with a exclamation on the side of Pokémon, if you click in this triangle, you can see the Moves of this Pokémons is wrong, and that’s not a “Legal” Pokémon Right, you only need to go to “Attacks” and click in this white retangle, not in any moves, and not outside the retangle, just inside, like my cursor And the
software will suggest moves to you put over the wrong moves, click yes And now your Pokémon is Legal! And for set your Pokémon to your party, right click in a empty space in “Party-Battle Box” and click “Set”, Now, back to the “Main” tab in Pokémon editor, and follow again the 9th to 14th steps just with the last Pokémon And you need to export
this save to the folder again, just go to “File>Export SAV…>Export main” and the software will ask where you want to save the file, just select the folder with the Original save file (If you want, you can make a Backup of this file), that will ask you want to replace the file, just accept You will receive this alert saying the export has been completed and
can close PKHex Now, you can open you game and enjoy your three Starters. I hope helped you, and have a good adventure, Trainer! 3 Likes OMFG THANKYOU GODDAMMIT. This is so well detailed. Im truly grateful man. Just to clarify-----I have progressed into the game. So now i just have to use the save file, edit the starters into the game, and
then export it back, yes? In order for us to provide better support, we need to see the log generated by Citra. This guide will walk you through how you can obtain the log file: How to Upload the Log File. Minhazuddin_Baig: Just to clarify-----I have progressed into the game. So now i just have to use the save file, edit the starters into the game, and
then export it back, yes? Yes, you can edit Pokémon any time you want, just pay atention if the Pokémon is Legal, if not, just click the Red Triangle and look what you need to edit, and edit this before introduce the Pokémon in any Empty Slot, or over any Pokémon, and you can put Pokémons in the Box, look 6th step, have the “Box” tab oppened, you
can edit if the Pokémon is Shiny ir not, the Sex (Step 9th, look up the “Species”, the little star is for Shiny the Pokémon, and click the male/female icon to change the Sex, but, again, just pay atention, if you did any wrong thing, the Pokémon will be illegal, and this can’t be used in online matches, or for trade, in Citra online services too! But you can
do a illegal Pokémon if you want, and use this, only in offline game, like a Pikachu with Surf rs Ah, and if you right click over one Pokémon and click “Set” you will substitute the Pokémon for the Pokémon what you are edditing, be careful! 2 Likes just use pkhex its much easier there 1 Like i have done everything u said but it doesn’t work I’ve followed
these instructions, but my save file isn’t update in-game. It’s still all of my original pokemon before the changes made in pkhex It works if you didn’t miss a step. Matt Bird writes all sorts of nonsense, but he dedicates a large chunk of his time to writing game walkthroughs."Pokémon Omega Ruby and Alpha Sapphire" is owned by Nintendo. Images
used for educational purposes only.PokemonRubySapphire.comWelcome to Hoenn! Pokémon season is upon us once again, and the changing season brings a delicious rehash of some old titles with a great deal of new stuff tossed in for good measure. The game begins in Littleroot Town, where a brand-spanking-new trainer is about to embark on a
massive journey to become Hoenn's newest—and greatest—Pokémon Master . . . though before he or she can get anywhere near such lofty peaks, a starter Pokémon must be chosen. A starter Pokémon must always be chosen.Littleroot TownAfter naming your trainer, assigning a gender and watching a short introductory cut scene, you’ll be set loose
in the Hoenn region. Head upstairs in your house and check the clock in your room to set the current time. Time plays a role in Pokémon encounters and the growing of berries, both of which will come into play later. Head back downstairs, watch another cut scene, and leave the house. There’s not much to see in Littleroot, but if you look one house to
the east/west you’ll find the home of your rival (May or Brendan, depending on your character’s gender). Pop upstairs to meet them. Head north and out of Littleroot. You’ll hear cries of distress, and shortly after meeting the game’s notable scientist you’ll have the option to choose your starting Pokémon by checking his bag. You have three Pokémon
to choose from:Torchic: Torchic’s evolutionary line is Fire-type to start, and quickly branches off into Fighting-type as well. Torchic has a tough time at first, but will develop into a powerful Pokémon overall. Treecko: A Grass-type to the core, Treecko is powerful—but limited, because it doesn’t gain a secondary type. A bit more of a challenge, but still
a viable team member throughout the game. Mudkip: Starting off as a Water-type, Mudkip eventually branches off into Ground-type as well. A solid choice throughout the game, Mudkip will make one of the game’s most difficult gyms a fair bit easier. This choice will also negate the need to find another Water-type for Surfing later in the game, and if
there's one thing Omega Ruby and Alpha Sapphire enjoys, it's making you Surf. There’s no wrong choice here, as all three Pokémon become quite powerful—especially when you unearth their associated Mega Stones. That said, Treecko will probably provide you with the greatest challenge because of its lack of diversity in move types. Just sayin’.Once
you’ve chosen your starter you’ll have your first Pokémon battle. En garde!A starter Treecko battles a wild Poochyena in the first battle of "Pokémon Omega Ruby and Alpha Sapphire."CombatAt its most fundamental, battling in Pokémon is pretty straightforward. Your Pokémon and your opponent’s Pokémon take turns trading blows. Each turn you
choose a move that your Pokémon will use on your opponent. Each move has a limited number of uses, determined by the move’s PP, and each move does something different.The Pokémon with the higher Speed stat goes first each turn. Once a Pokémon is reduced to zero HP it faints, and is removed from battle. When one side is out of Pokémon, the
battle ends. Facing a wild Pokémon such as this will only pit you against a single foe; fighting trainers, however, will see your Pokémon potentially facing multiple opponents. More on this in a bit.Ultimately, you want to develop a team of Pokémon (six max) which you can switch between in battle to adapt to a variety of situations. For now, though, a
basic Normal-type attack (Tackle or Pound, depending on your starter) will suffice to wipe out your opponent. Assuming you need to use an item during the battle (unlikely), note that items are always used first, regardless of a Pokémon’s Speed.After saving Prof. Birch you’ll jump to his lab. He’ll give you the Pokémon you chose, ask if you want to give
it a nickname (you’ll always have this option when receiving a new Pokémon), and tell you to go meet with his child, your rival. You’ll have to do some walking for this. May explores Route 101, just outside Littleroot Town.Route 101 / 103 PokémonPokémonRarityVersionTime of DayLocationPoochyenaCommon (Night), Uncommon
(Day)BothEitherGrassPoochyena (horde)RareBothEitherGrassWingullCommonBothEitherGrass (103 only)Wingull (horde)RareBothEitherGrass (103 only)WurmpleCommonBothEitherGrassZigzagoonCommon (Day), Uncommon (Night)BothEitherGrassZigzagoon (horde)RareBothEitherGrassRoute 101Head north from Littleroot. You’ll find a grassy path
populated by a few random people, and, in the long grass, random battles with wild Pokémon. Basic attacks will suffice. For a slightly easier upcoming battle, take out eight or nine wild Pokémon on Route 101 to increase your starter’s level from five to six or seven. (You can tell how close a Pokémon is to levelling up by checking the bar beneath your
Pokémon’s name in battle, or by checking the Pokémon menu option.)Eventually—very soon, in fact—you’ll have the opportunity to catch these wild Pokémon and use them as your own team. For now, content yourself with beating ‘em up as you make your way north. Soon enough you’ll find a tiny town.Oldale TownNot a whole lot to see here. Upon
entering you'll be greeted by a helpful dude who will give you eleven Potions, staples of healing Pokémon, and give you a quick tour. You can purchase combat items in the Pokémon Shop where he works, but there’s no need right now. The other houses in Oldale Town aren’t terribly interesting, and the rest of the people are here largely as a source of
tutorials.Your primary concern here is the Pokémon Center, the larger building with the red roof. Pokemon Centers exist to provide free healing for your Pokémon. Speak to the woman behind the desk and she’ll sort out your Pokémon. You can also use the computer beside the desk to access Someone’s PC (this is where you’ll store Pokémon you’re
not using), Your PC (where you can store items—currently you can pop it open to retrieve a Potion), and . . . more. In the future.You can’t head west from Oldale just yet, so continue north. You’ll find a small, dead-end Route.Route 103The Pokémon here are nigh-identical to what you encountered on Route 101. Wind your way as far north as you can
go and you’ll find a familiar face waiting.Pokémon Trainer Brendan gears up for the first rival battle of the game.Pokémon Trainer Brendan / MayTreecko / Torchic / Mudkip, level 5Reward: $200Though most Pokémon trainers are hardwired and set from the start, your rival is a special case. They will always have a Pokémon that is strong against your
starter. If you chose Torchic, they’ll have Mudkip. If you chose Mudkip, they’ll have Treecko. If you chose Treecko, they’ll have Torchic. The difference is near negligible at this point, but once their starter gains a few levels, watch out.This is not a terribly difficult battle if you’ve levelled your Pokémon at least once, if not twice. Rely on your Pokémon’s
base physical attack (Tackle, Pound, etc.) and perhaps a single stat-lowering move (Tail Whip, Growl) to take your opponent’s Pokémon out.Follow your rival back to Littleroot Town after the battle and check out the laboratory. Birch will give your trainer a Pokédex. The Pokédex is a large database containing information on every breed of Pokémon
you’ve encountered to date, including where they can be found, when, and what they turn into (assuming you’ve run into their evolutions, as well). Your Pokedex will update itself automatically. Once Birch is done talking, your rival will give you something else of importance: ten Poke Balls. Weaken a Pokémon in battle and you can throw a Poke Ball
and, potentially, catch the Pokémon for your own use. There are a few rules governing Poke Balls: The weaker the enemy Pokémon, the easier it is to catch. Try to get a Pokémon into the red before throwing Poke Balls. The more common the Pokémon, the easier it is to catch. The Pokémon near Littleroot are a piece of cake to catch, almost regardless
of their health level. Once you start running into rare Pokémon, though, you’ll find them much tougher to snag. Legendary Pokémon may see you hurling dozens of balls to catch a single creature. Poke Balls are single-use items. If you didn’t catch a Pokémon on your first try, well, too bad. You still lose the ball. Poke Balls come in several different
types. (Your rival’s gift constitutes the weakest Poke Balls you can get.) The stronger the ball, the more it’s going to cost to buy. Poke Balls cannot be used to capture Pokémon owned by other trainers. Under no circumstances (in this game, anyway) can you steal another trainer’s Pokémon. Don’t even bother trying. As you leave Littleroot Town your
rival will catch up to you and upgrade your Pokémon to a DexPlus. The DexPlus addition will allow you to view which habitats, i.e., which routes, a Pokémon you've seen before will appear on. This is quite handy for tracking down Pokémon you've seen in battle but not actually caught yourself. The extra DexNav feature also allows you to pinpoint
specific Pokémon on a Route rather than stumbling around blindly looking for a particular monster. That’s all for the intro. Head back to Oldale Town and you’ll find the way to the west unblocked. Be prepared, as there are trainers waiting to take you down . . . or, at the very least, provide you with some pocket change. Woo! Return TripHead back to
Littleroot Town after defeating the fifth gym, in Petalburg City. Your mother will give you an Amulet Coin for taking down your father.
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